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Warriors: Omen of the Stars Collection with Bonus Material
"The cats from the mountains completed their journey and have settled in the forest at the end of the sun trail. But tensions
have reached a breaking point--and a young cat named Thunder is caught helplessly in the middle"--

Shadows of the Clans
It has been foretold that Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and one other cat will hold the power of the stars in their paws. Now they
must wait for a sign from StarClan to tell them which of their Clanmates will complete the prophecy.

Warriors: Power of Three #3: Outcast
Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series continues with the thrilling conclusion to the Vision of Shadows story arc.
ShadowClan has returned under the leadership of a new Tigerstar, but their renewed strength has brought the tensions
around the lake to an explosive breaking point. SkyClan’s place among the Clans is about to be decided once and for all.
Full of epic adventure and thrilling intrigue, this fifth Warriors series is the perfect introduction for readers new to the
Warriors world—while for dedicated fans, it’s a long-awaited return to the era of Bramblestar’s ThunderClan, after the
events of Omen of the Stars.
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Warriors: Omen of the Stars #2: Fading Echoes
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling prequel to Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series
The fourth book in the Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first
settled in the forest and began to forge the warrior code. The first great battle has ended, and each group has agreed to a
truce. But merely keeping the peace may not guarantee their survival. When a deadly disease threatens to strike deep into
the heart of both camps, the cats must work together to find the only thing that can save them—the mysterious Blazing
Star…. Also contains an exclusive bonus scene!

Warriors
For use in schools and libraries only. Three young ThunderClan cats must untangle a web of deceit as they try to stop a
battle that will profoundly affect the future of all Clans.

TrooFriend
A sixty-page novella set in the world of the bestselling, action-packed Survivors series by Erin Hunter! This original prequel
brings readers a behind-the-scenes look at the story of Sweet, and how she came to be the fearless Beta of the Wild Pack.
When the Big Growl struck and changed Lucky's world forever, he escaped the ruins of the longpaw city with Sweet by his
side. Then they were separated, and Lucky never thought he'd see her again—until he met the Wild Pack that ruled the
forest. . . . Survivors: Sweet's Journey also includes a teaser chapter to Survivors #6: Storm of Dogs.

Survivors: Sweet's Journey
As prophesized, a young house cat becomes an apprentice warrior in a clan of wild cats, where he faces many dangers and
treachery both within and outside of his new clan.

Orion Lost
After a catastrophic Unknown Event leaves the colony ship Orion stranded deep in space, it's up to thirteen-year-old Beth
and her friends to navigate through treacherous and uncharted territory and reach safety. But a heavily damaged ship, a
mysterious alien species, space pirates, and an Artificial Intelligence which Beth suspects may be lying to her mean that
getting home has never been so difficult. Hugely gripping, with incredible twists and a fast-paced, action-packed story, this
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is an unputdownable science fiction adventure - perfect for fans of Mortal Engines and Star Wars.

Warriors: Cats of the Clans
A full-color collection of three manga adventures from the world of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series—never
before available in color! This epic volume includes all three books in the Graystripe’s Adventure manga trilogy: The Lost
Warrior, Warrior’s Refuge, and Warrior’s Return. Set after the events of Warriors: The New Prophecy #3: Dawn, this graphic
novel adventure follows one of the series’ most beloved characters as he embarks on a difficult journey to return to his
home among the Clans. Graystripe, deputy of ThunderClan, has been captured by Twolegs. He longs to go back to the
forest and his Clan, and sets off in search of his Clanmates alongside a feisty kittypet named Millie. But with the forest
destroyed, and no clear path to lead him, how will Graystripe find his way home?

The Big Sparkly Box of Unicorn Magic: Phoebe and Her Unicorn Box Set
After the sharp-eyed Jay and the roaring Lion, peace will come on Dove's gentle wing. The deadly battle between
ThunderClan and ShadowClan is over, but the aftermath still echoes around all four Clans. As Dovepaw grapples with the
knowledge that there are realms—and cats—her senses cannot reach, Jayfeather and Lionblaze are determined to figure
out how StarClan could have allowed this fight to happen. Jayfeather soon finds the answer in the darkest of places, and he
and Lionblaze prepare to do whatever they can to staunch the flow of evil into ThunderClan. The ties that bind the Clans are
slowly breaking in the face of the greatest threat that the warriors—and the warrior code—have ever known. As leaf-bare
closes its grip upon the territories, Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and Dovepaw realize just how close the battle is, and how far they
are from being able to succeed. And before the prey can run again, one more cat will be lost to the fight.

Warriors #1: Into the Wild (summer Reading)
Jayfeather is summoned by the Tribe of Rushing Water, an ancient Clan struggling to survive. Meanwhile, the evil spirits in
the Dark Forest continue to gather strength. Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and Dovepaw must fulfill the prophecy that says they
hold

Warriors: The Broken Code #5: The Place of No Stars
In this digital original novella from the world of Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series, discover the truth
behind Hollyleaf’s disappearance in Warriors: Power of Three #6: Sunrise. When Hollyleaf disappeared in the tunnels by the
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Lake, ThunderClan believed she was gone forever. But her adventure was only beginning. . . . Lost and lonely, Hollyleaf
soon meets a mysterious cat named Fallen Leaves, who teaches her how to live in the tunnels. Hollyleaf tries to be happy,
but she can't help wondering if leaving her Clanmates was the right choice. Hollyleaf knows she's a ThunderClan cat at
heart, but can she ever truly go back?

Warriors: A Warrior's Spirit
There will be three, Kin of you kin. Who hold the Power of the stars In their paws. A secret prophecy shapes the lives of
Firestar's grandchildren, but only one of the three knows about it. Jaypaw is captivated by the power it promises, and he
believes the key to that power may lie buried in the distant past -- with the ancient cats who once walked these woods and
now prowl through his dreams.His search for answers leads him toward the mountains -- the home of the Tribe of Rushing
Water. Lionpaw and Hollypaw feel drawn to the mountains too, for different reasons. But the mountains hide secrets as well
as answers, and if the three cats find a way to get there, they may discover more than they ever expected.

Warriors Super Edition: Yellowfang's Secret
The #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series continues! Discover more epic adventures in the fifth book in the actionpacked Broken Code story arc. The time has come to return to the Dark Forest. ThunderClan’s deputy, Squirreflight, has
vanished with the cat now known to be an impostor, sowing suspicion and mistrust among the five Clans. The cause of their
ancestors’ silence is finally clear—but so is the terrifying truth of the danger they must face if they hope to bring light back
to the darkness. . . . Packed with action and intrigue, this sixth Warriors series is the perfect introduction for readers new to
the Warriors world, while dedicated fans will be thrilled to discover the new adventures that unfold after the events of A
Vision of Shadows.

Warriors Super Edition: Firestar's Quest
As tensions grow between the Clans, Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and Dovepaw realize that evil is sometimes no more than a
whisker's length away. Meanwhile, one cat will make a stand for what is right and another may be lost forever.

Code of Honor
Fading Echoes
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"After an act of betrayal rocks the Bravelands, baboon Thorn must find a way to confront treachery in his own troop, while
elephant Sky searches for answers and lion Fearless contends with the usurper who conquered his father's pride"--

Warrior's Refuge
In Warriors: Shadows of the Clans, experience three stand-alone adventures, previously available as individual digital-only
titles: Mapleshade's Vengeance : Before she ever troubled the dreams of Crookedstar or Tigerclaw, Mapleshade was a
warrior of

Night Whispers
A lion cast out from his tribe. An elephant who can read the bones of the dead. A baboon rebelling against his destiny.
Together, they must heed the call of the wild. For generations, the animals of the African plains have followed a single rule:
only kill to survive. But when an unthinkable act of betrayal shatters the peace, the fragile balance between predators and
prey will rest in the paws of three unlikely heroes.

Warriors: A Vision of Shadows #6: The Raging Storm
The battle between the Dark Forest and the warrior Clans has arrived. Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and Dovewing wait desperately
for the fourth cat who is prophesied to help them and who may be their only hope for survival.

Warriors: Graystripe's Adventure
In this digital original novella from the world of Erin Hunter's #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series, Mistystar faces a
devastating challenge in her first days as leader of RiverClan, during the first two books in the Omen of the Stars
series.When Leopardstar loses her ninth life, her longtime deputy, Mistyfoot, steps up to receive her new name-Mistystarand lead her Clan through a troublesome time. But Mistystar is about to discover a shocking secret about RiverClan, and
her leadership is plunged into crisis as soon as it begins.

Sign of the Moon
An epic stand-alone adventure in Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series! Set just after the events of
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Warriors #6: The Darkest Hour, this Super Edition follows the ThunderClan leader Firestar on a quest to uncover a longforgotten truth. It is a time of peace between the warrior Clans, and all four are thriving. Then Firestar, leader of
ThunderClan, discovers a terrible secret: the warrior ancestors of StarClan have lied to him. Firestar must embark on a
perilous journey to right their wrong—and nothing will ever be the same again. Join the legion of fans who have discovered
the epic adventures, fierce warrior cats, and thrilling fantasy world of the mega-bestselling Warriors series. This stand-alone
entry is perfect for new readers and dedicated fans alike.

Warriors: Mistystar's Omen
Henry Heckelbeck is starting a new year of school. He has a new teacher, makes new friends, and discovers that he has
some magical powers of his own thanks to a Book of Spells he finds in his bedroom. But magic can be tricky. Illustrations on
almost every page.

The Fourth Apprentice
After the sharp-eyed jay and the roaring lion, peace will come. . . . Four warrior Clans have shared the land around the lake
as equals for many moons. But a prophecy foretells that three ThunderClan cats will hold the power of the stars in their
paws. In the midst of a cruel season that threatens the lives of all four warrior Clans, bonds will be forged, promises made,
and three young cats will start to unravel the secrets that bind them together. Delve deeper in to the world of Warriors with
the first three books in Erin Hunter’s bestselling “Omen of the Stars” series—Warriors: Omen of the Stars #1: The Fourth
Apprentice, Warriors: Omen of the Stars #2: Fading Echoes, and Warriors: Omen of the Stars #3: Night Whispers. In
addition, this collection includes bonus materials like territory maps, character and Clan highlights, sneak peeks at other
Warriors books, and a new short story from Erin Hunter.

Warriors: Power of Three #3: Outcast
After the sharp-eyed Jay and the roaring Lion, peace will come on Dove's gentle wing. Three ThunderClan cats, Jayfeather,
Lionblaze, and Dovepaw, are prophesied to hold the power of the stars in their paws. Now they must work together to
unravel the meaning behind the ancient words of the prophecy. As Jayfeather tackles his new responsibilities as the Clan's
sole medicine cat and Lionblaze trains his apprentice in the ways of the warrior cats, Dovepaw hones her own unique ability
and tries to use it for the good of ThunderClan. But the dark shadows that have preyed on the Clan for many moons still lurk
just beyond the forest. Soon a mysterious visitor will walk in one cat's dreams, whispering promises of greatness, with
results that will change the future of ThunderClan in ways that no cat could have foreseen.
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Warriors: Omen of the Stars #4: Sign of the Moon
Hear the stories of the great warriors as they've never been told before! Cats of the Clans is chock-full of visual treats and
captivating details, including full-color illustrations and in-depth biographies of important cats—from fierce Clan leaders to
wise medicine cats to the most mischievous kits, as well as loners, rogues, and kittypets. This collectible guide is a great
introduction to the Warriors series for new fans and is indispensable for those already hooked!

Warriors: Hollyleaf's Story
The Clans are in turmoil. ShadowClan has turned its back on StarClan and pledged to follow the dark predictions of Sol, the
strange cat who foretold the solar eclipse. But not all the cats have lost faith in their warrior ancestors. . . . Jaypaw is
convinced that StarClan still holds an important place in the warrior code, and his search for answers leads him far back
into the past, farther back than even StarClan can remember. Lionblaze, tortured by violent dreams and bloody visions,
wishes he had never been prophesied to be one of the three but to turn his back on his littermates would be the ultimate
betrayal. And Hollyleaf is terrified that once the Clans lose their faith, the warrior code will fall apart. She's willing to fight
tooth and nail to preserve it—whatever the cost. And when murder stalks into the heart of ThunderClan, the cats realize
that the darkest shadows don't always lie outside the territory.

Bo's Magical New Friend
Discover the secrets of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series. Enter the world of the warrior Clans… In this two-in-one
field guide, get an indispensable insider’s look at the world of the five warrior cat Clans. The perfect addition to any
Warriors fan’s collection, this paperback special edition includes two companion books in one volume: Warriors Field Guide:
Secrets of the Clans: Learn about the origin of the Clans, their history and legends, and the training, traditions, and rituals
involved in the lifelong path of a warrior. Warriors: Code of the Clans: Discover the origins of the warrior code, which
governs how Clan cats live side by side in times of war and peace, with untold stories from the Warriors world and beautiful
black-and-white illustrations.

Warriors: Enter the Clans
Graystripe and his friend, Mille, are finally on their way, but finding the ThunderClan is a lot harder than they had imagined.

Warriors: Omen of the Stars #3: Night Whispers
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Full of never-before-seen stories, full-color artwork, and captivating details about the warrior Cat clans, Warriors: The
Ultimate Guide is a must-have addition to any Warriors collection. This gorgeous digital edition includes: Full-color
illustrations and in-depth biographies of important characters from the series, including all the content from Warriors: Cats
of the Clans Never-before-seen art and detailed backstories for forty more cats Maps of each territory featured in the
Warriors novels An in-depth look at each of the five warrior Clans This field guide is a fantastic introduction to the Warriors
world for new readers, and an indispensable resource for longtime fans.

Warriors: The Untold Stories
There will be three, Kin of you kin. Who hold the Power of the stars In their paws. A secret prophecy shapes the lives of
Firestar's grandchildren, but only one of the three knows about it. Jaypaw is captivated by the power it promises, and he
believes the key to that power may lie buried in the distant past -- with the ancient cats who once walked these woods and
now prowl through his dreams. His search for answers leads him toward the mountains -- the home of the Tribe of Rushing
Water. Lionpaw and Hollypaw feel drawn to the mountains too, for different reasons. But the mountains hide secrets as well
as answers, and if the three cats find a way to get there, they may discover more than they ever expected.

The Time Seer
When Rusty, an ordinary housecat, becomes ThunderClan's new apprentice, he realizes that his past life has not prepared
him for the hardships he now faces and so must work extra hard to prove he can be a true warrior.

The Raging Storm
Discover who saved Hollyleaf, why Mistystar threatened Mothwing, and how Cloudstar tried to save SkyClan, as secrets
from the Warriors series are revealed.

Warriors: Power of Three #5: Long Shadows
Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series continues in Warriors: Omen of the Stars! The first book in this fourth
series, Warriors: Omen of the Stars #1: The Fourth Apprentice, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling battles to the
epic world of the warrior Clans. It has been foretold that Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and one other cat will hold the power of the
stars in their paws. Now they must wait for a sign from StarClan to tell them which of their Clanmates will complete the
prophecy.
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Thunder Rising
ShadowClan has returned under the leadership of a new Tigerstar, but their renewed strength has brought the tensions
around the lake to an explosive breaking point--and SkyClan's place among the Clans is about to be decided once and for
all.

Warriors: Omen of the Stars #1: The Fourth Apprentice
An epic stand-alone adventure in Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series! In this Warriors Super Edition,
delve into the backstory of one of the most beloved cats in all the Clans—before she joined ThunderClan, before she
became a medicine cat, before Warriors #1: Into the Wild began. . . . Yellowkit can't wait to fight for her Clan. But when she
earns her warrior name, Yellowfang, she realizes that her true destiny is to become a healer. As a loyal medicine cat,
Yellowfang has proven her dedication to ShadowClan—but her dreams are haunted by a dark prophecy that threatens to
destroy the Warrior clans forever. Join the legion of fans who have discovered the epic adventures, fierce Warrior cats, and
thrilling fantasy world of the mega-bestselling Warriors series. This standalone entry is perfect for new readers and
dedicated fans alike. Yellowfang's Secret also includes an exclusive manga short story!

Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #4: The Blazing Star
Imagine having the perfect friend, one who never steals, lies or bullies. Now you can, with the TrooFriend 560, the latest in
artificial intelligence! What can go wrong with a robot buddy? Especially one that's developing human characteristics and
feelings, and who has just run away with her human?

The Last Hope
Fulfilling a prophecy to save the world can drive a young woman mad as the enthralling epic fantasy series continues. Carol
Rafel knows the lengths to which the sorcerer Kragan will go to impede the fulfillment of her prophecy: destroy the wielder
of necrotic magic before she destroys him. Never far from Kragan's evil grasp, she is struck down by his wicked spell.
Carol's assassin husband, Arn, has no choice but to cast aside his precious weapon to embrace a more powerful one: the
clairvoyance he shares with Carol. With time-sights linked, they must now rely on the dreamscapes of their minds to track
Kragan into the shadows as he nears his own invaluable weapon: the legendary shattered trident, which will ensure him
godlike powers. But Carol and Arn's visions come at a cost. Pursuit into such abominable darkness is leading to madness. As
Kragan's armies amass for a raging war between good and evil, Carol fears that the ancient prophecy she's been chosen to
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bear out may be impossible to survive.

Broken Pride
The end of the stars draws near. Three must become four to battle the darkness that lasts forever. . . . The dark forces that
have driven a rift between the four warrior Clans are growing stronger. Jayfeather, Lionblaze, and Dovepaw now know that
unless they can unravel the true meaning behind the prophecy that binds them, the warrior code could be destroyed
forever. While Lionblaze remains focused on protecting ThunderClan from another deadly battle, Jayfeather receives a
desperate plea for help from the Tribe of Rushing Water. He must travel to the mountains in search of answers that link the
Clans to the Tribe in ways no cat could have imagined. But with the summons comes an ominous warning that suggests the
power of the stars may not be enough to save the Clans.

Into the Wild
A collection of three thrilling, never-before-seen novellas in the #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series: Pebbleshine’s Kits,
Tree’s Roots, and Mothwing’s Secret. Discover untold stories about three cats of the warrior Clans: a SkyClan warrior who
lost her way during her Clan’s journey to the lake; the origins of the cat with an unusual ability to speak to the dead; and a
new medicine cat’s winding path to her ultimate destiny. Spectacular new adventures await both first-time readers and
dedicated fans of the series that has sold more than twenty-six million copies!
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